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Glossary
addressability- a system's mechanical ability to record elements.
AM screening- this type of screening varies the shape and size of the dot, but
keeps the spacing consistent with a grid. Therefore, there is a screen frequency and
screen angle for a given halftone.
artifacts- in FM screening, a string of random spots often connect in such a way




structures in an image.
banding- the lack of gray levels in an image, can be seen as steps between gradual
changing tones.
continuous tone- in an image where gray values are present between black and
white tones without the use of dots or spots (e.g. a photograph).
dot- in AM screening, comprised of elements that allow the halftone dot to vary in
size and adhere to a grid for placement.
dot gain- the enlargement of dots or spots due to the process, causes the tones in
an image to increase in density and ultimately cause detail to be lost in an image.
dot shape- the shape of a halftone dot in AM screening, can be round, square,
oval, elliptical, line and others.
downsample- reduces the number of pixels in an image by eliminating some.
dpi- (dots per inch) the number of sample points per linear inch in a digital image.
element- the smallest definable area that an output device is capable of rendering,
also the smallest definable unit within a halftone cell.
epi- (elements per inch) used to describe the addressability of a digital output
device, the number of elements per linear inch. Often the term dpi is used mistak
enly because elements are not dots.
FM screening- also termed stochastic screening, varies the spacing of the spots and




level- most often associatedwith AM screening, the total number of interme
diate gray values between black and white that can be reproduced.
halftone-
anything non-continuous tone.
halftone cell- a space that is made up of elements to form a single AM halftone
dot.
imagesetter- an output device used to record film or paper materials bywhich a
marking engine writes elements.
interpolation-
taking an intermediate value between two known values, used in
conjunctionwith down or upsampling. Interpolation is used to sample the neigh
boring pixels in an image to creates intermediate ones.
lpi- (lines per inch) the number of halftone cells per linear inch in AM screening.
moire- interference patterns between regular structures can be caused by image
detail that clashes with the frequency of the halftone output, or is the result of
angles between two or more colors which are misaligned creating undesirable pat
terns.
noise- seen most often in uniform areas in FM screening, spots close together or
far apart in a local area because of the random nature of FM.
pixel- the smallest discrete sample point a digital image can be broken down to.
PPD- a specific set of PostScript codes that describe to an imagesetter how to out
put an image/page, contains information about the frequency, angles and dot shape.
ppi- (pixels per inch) the sampling resolution of an input device, or the sampling
resolution of a digital image.
resolution- a system's ability to reproduce detail.
screen angle- in AM halftone screening, the rotation of the screen so that the dot
patterns are less obvious to the eye. Different screen angles are used for different
colors to avoid moire.
screen
frequency- the number of halftone cells per linear inch in AM screening.
spatial resolution- determines the size of the smallest image detail.
vn
spot- the smallest structure in FM screening that has variation in spacing,
but is
consistent in size. Some people consider spots to be what I have already defined as
elements.
tonal resolution- defines the number of possible grey levels.




Split Halftone Cell Technology is a specific set of PostScript codes that describes to
an printing device, how to break down image information. This technology splits
the traditional halftone cell in half twice thus yielding four quadrants. Where
once there was one halftone dot there are now four dots occupying the same area. It
is hypothesized that this technology should enhance the resolution of a target piece
twofold, because the halftone dots ultimately determine detail and gray levels. With
the use of special software, this new screening technique was used on a fixed resolu
tion imagesetter device to output several test forms for this study. This project
addresses resolution, gray levels, dots and spots, as well as tests the claims of split
halftone cell screening technology either to be true or false. It was determined that
Split Cell screening excelled in bitmap image detail and smooth gradients when
image sampling of 200 ppi and higher was used. If a user is limited to only a 1200




Keeping up with state-of-the-art technology can be extremely difficult as we contin
ue to move from our traditional analog systems into the digital domain. Rapid
changes in both hardware and software are placing higher demands for quality print
ing. One quality related element of particular importance concerns itselfwith the
resolution of a printed piece.
There are many factors that help to define the quality of a printed job. While tone
reproduction, print contrast, dot gain and moire variables can be controlled or cor
rected for, others unfortunately, are fixed. One absolute or limiting factor most
prevalent today is the fixed or maximum resolution an output device is capable of
producing. Often, this maximum resolution in imagesetters does not allow for the
production of fine line screens without the sacrifice of quality in some areas of the
print such as gray levels.
Without having to purchase new equipment arid upgrade hardware, how can onepro
duce a high resolution halftone image with a low resolution output device? This thesis evalu
ates a resolution enhancing software that reportedly produces fine line screens with
a low resolution output device. It is also known as Split Halftone Cell Technology.
For this project a proofing system and imagesetter were used to reproduce a series
ofmonochromatic test forms. These test forms consisted of digital images, grada-
tion scales, gray scale tints and resolution star targets. These test forms
were output
using conventional halftone and frequency modulated screening methods, as well as
split cell screening. Together they were compared to determine if such a low
resolu
tion device used in conjunction with this screening technology would yield
better




This chapter is devoted to the development and explanation of halftone dots, tradi
tional screenings, gray levels and resolution as they relate to a digital imagesetting
output device. Following, is the detailed analysis of Split Halftone Cell Technology
History and Development
Although printed material is often taken for granted by today's societies, it has
played a crucial role in how humanity has evolved the past 550 years. In the year
1448, Johan Gutenberg invented adjustable molds for casting type for the printing
press. This made it possible to cast type consisting ofvarious set widths that were
hand set, coated with ink and pressed to a sheet of paper. As the type was re-inked
and a new sheet printed, single editions of the past turned into countless editions.
Three hundred fifty years later the Industrial Revolution began in the 1800's. It was
the beginning of a revolutionized way of living. Information was now something
that became a valued asset as people across distant lands could exchange ideas and
news. The invention of lithography (printing from stone) made the printing press
mechanized along with everything else at the
time.1
Midway through the nineteenth century, photographywas introduced along with
other photomechanical processes. It has played a crucial role for defining the way
we know printing today. One such process, photolithography, was explored by
William Henry Fox Talbot, a great early contributor to the development ofphotog
raphy and printing. He recognized the demand for reproducing images on the print
ing press and dedicated his work to the transferring ofphotographic images to steel
plates.
He was first to patent light-sensitive gelatin and etchant chemistry on steel plates,
yet he is most remembered for his recommendations for the plate making process.
He proposed the use of a fine black gauze, glass plates with fine line intervals or
finely dispersed particles of powdered material. ". . . these suggestions forecast[ed}
the eventual use of line screens in the successful and halftone process perfected
toward the end of the
century."2
In fact, the invention of halftone screens in the
1880's considerably changed the waywe print images on the press today
Halftoning, a way of reproducing continuous tone information, was first commer
cially used in 1880 for an editorial in the New YorkDaily Graphic. This image "was
the first machine-made reproduction of a photographic
original."
The image was
"formed by a regular pattern of
dots"
which varied in size.3
The greatest change the printing industry has seen began in the 1950's. It revolved
around the development of electronics and computers. Thus began the decline of
printed jobs prepared by time-intensive hand procedures. Digital image processing
followed in the 1980's alongwith digital prepress systems (which were extremely
high in cost). What has supported the publishing industrymost has been since 1985
with the developments of electronic device-independent technologies.
In 1985 the Apple Macintosh personal computer was introduced, designed with a
very simplistic graphic user interface. Additionally, the first page layout software
and the page description language, Adobe PostScript were released. Combining
these elements together created the first digital printingworkflowwith the use of
electronics. With the imagesetter introduction in 1988, bitmapped illustrations, line
art and text could be recorded with the help of a RIP (raster image processor) to
interpret the Adobe PostScript language. These new digital publishing systems
could now produce pages that contained halftone films of page layouts. The films
were then stripped (just as they were done in traditional methods) to make the
plates that went onto the printing press for both single and multi-color reproduc
tions.
This was the beginning of the new digital halftone dot. In performance, this dot was
similar to the traditional halftone dot amplification modulated, linear and control
lable. It provided a new way to output film without the use of a camera and screen.
Instead, screening was built into page layout and graphics software. No longerwere
operators dependent on the available screens, but on the resolution a device was
capable of. This meant that the greater the resolution of an imagesetter, the finer
the line screens that could be reproduced.4
One of the most recent advancements has been the development of FM (frequency
modulated) or stochastic screening. It was introduced first about eight years ago,
after almost a decade of investigation by many individuals. It was termed stochastic
from a Greek word meaning topredict. With this screening, the dots are uniform in
size and are dependent on the resolution of an output device. The major benefit
being a greater resolution available for output.^
Since the recent developments in digital technologies several screening techniques
have been introduced. Most are designed specifically for proprietary use by manu
factures. A few, however, have been developed by third party companies and indi
viduals, and it is one of these unique screening techniques that will be evaluated for
this study
AM Screening
The lithographic printing process, a binary process, is not capable of rendering con
tinuous tone images. Only true photographic processes and some digital technolo
gies such as dye-sublimation printers have this capability. These, however, are not
usually considered to be realistic options for multiple reproductions as the cost per
copy is extremely high. Therefore, most processes use some form of dots when
reproducing continuous tone images. The reason for this being that a press is not
capable of rendering intermediate tonal values with black ink. Instead, dots varying
in size are used to create an illusion of tone. This type of screening is calledAM
screening.
mm
Figure i. Example ofAM screening.
The halftone dot is a dot which varies in size, but is consistent in its placement (or
frequency). With this technique, halftone dots are used to make images on paper in
order to fool the human eye into thinking that the viewer is observing a continuous
tone print an optical illusion of sorts. ". . . to make a believable image, all you usu
ally need is a believable tone representation. The eye and brain help in this effort,
compensating for differences in illumination, tonal range . . . .
With digital halftone screening, variations in the intermediate tones between black
and white are obtained by elements in a halftone cell. Digital halftone cells consist of
elements that can be grouped together to form a single halftone dot. An element is
the smallest definable area that an output device is capable of rendering.
Figure 2. An example of a halftone
cell with a 16% dot.
Halftone cells are arranged two dimensionally in a rectilinear grid pattern.7 For
most monochromatic work, an angle of is used for rotating the grid of cells. This
is done to make the grid pattern less noticeable to the viewer. For process and spot
color work, different angles are used for each color so the dots do not overlap and
cause moire patterns. In most instances, the black separations are positioned at
because it is the most prominent ink that can be detected.
In most instances, the naked eye can not resolve individual halftone dots when
viewed at a normal distance (one comfortable for the eye to observe) and therefore,
the printed image/page will resemble the original continuous tone piece. The
desired size of a halftone cell "depends upon the distance from which the printed
material will be seen under normal
conditions."
Most halftone dots used in reading
materials contain very small dots as they "are planned for a viewing distance of fif
teen
inches"
while larger displaymaterial is printed using larger
dots.
The size of halftone cell is also dependent upon the screenfrequency. Screen frequen
cy, is the number of halftone cells per unit ofmeasurement in a screen and when the
frequency is higher, the finer the screen. The screen frequency (or often called
screen ruling) ofAM limits the reproduction of an image. An image of coarse
screen frequency (e.g 65-100 lpi) has less resolution than compared to a fine screen
frequency (e.g. 133-300 lpi) in high quality printing.
Another consideration of amplitude modulated screening is the dot shape (or spot
function). With many output devices, there are a number of dot shapes that can
used. They can be square, round, oval, line and other shapes. The shape of a dot can
be very important in respect to some images or the process inwhich they are repro
duced. The shape of a given dot can adapt to the structure of the original image and
therefore carry detail that is finer than the dot
structure.10
Gray Levels inAM Screening
Although the number ofgray levels with traditional halftones in optical camera
work is essentially infinite, this is not the case with digital halftone dots. In relation
to imagesetting output devices, gray levels are the "total number of discrete tonal
variations that can be recorded on film or
paper."
This is known as tonal resolution,
which determines the number of possible grey levels. Spacial resolution, on the
other hand, determines the size of the smallest image detail.
Gray levels are crucial to the quality of a printed piece. When more grays are avail
able, there are smoother transitions between tones (gradations). Without smooth
gradations, banding occurs. Banding can be seen by the naked eye as steps between
gradual changing tones, eliminating smooth
transitions.11
The halftone cell size will determine the total number ofgray levels. The number of
elements rendered in each halftone cell determines the percentage of the area cov
ered, and the number ofpositions in the cell determines the printable gray tones.
The formula for calculating the number of printable gray tones for a particular out
put device and screen frequency combination is: gray levels = (dpi/
lpi)2
+ 1 (The
addition of one is for white). Gray levels are dependent on an image's output device
addressability and halftone cells per inch.
Figure 3. An example of a halftone
cell with 101 possible gray levels.
For example, if a cell size is io x io elements, then there will be ioo levels ofgray
plus one. If an image has only 3 elements square, then it contains only 10 levels of
gray {(3x3)+ 1
= 10}. It is necessary to have at least 100 levels for an image to
appear somewhat normal, otherwise banding can
occur.12
FM Screening
There is also a second screening method FM (frequency modulated) which uses
spots. In FM screening the smallest structures are called spots. This screening varies
the spacing of the spots and keeps their size consistent. There is no regular dot
pattern like AM so there is no screen ruling, no screen angles, no moire and no
obvious limitations ofgray levels. This is an alternative screening method that has
been considered to increase the resolution of an image. FM screening is also often
termed stochastic screening.
Figure 4. Example ofFM screening.
The smallest spot that can be used for FM is one addressability element of the out
put device, but an FM spot doesn't have to be a single element, it could be a whole
number ofmultiple elements. If it is not a full number ofmultiple elements howev
er, there will be rounding problems with shapes that may show up as patterns in an
image.
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FM screening "uses a statistical method to {pseudo} randomly place individual laser
spots or microdots in random clusters for midtone and
shadow."
The spot place
ment is not truly random as it fits the addressability grid of the output
device.^
Wth FM screening, there can be two types of distractions. One can be addressed as
noise and the other as artifacts. Noise in FM screening most often can be seen in uni
form areas. Due to the random placement of the spots, the spots in a local area of a
uniform tint can be farther apart or closer together creating a non-uniform or noisy





structures in an image. They have a string of spots connected in such
a way that patterns are produced. This most notably occurs in the highlights and
shadows and is dependent on algorithms that position the elements.
One last concern for FM screening is increased dotgain. Because of the very small
spots the dot gain can be considerable, but it can be compensated for. For the most
part it can be controlled. In most instances, a simple linearization of a system can
correct it. Dot gain causes the tones in an image to increase in density on the press
and ultimately cause detail to be lost in an image.
Due to the small spot size, FM has more dot gain than AM screening. The total
boundary or perimeter of a single AM dot is less than the accumulated perimeters
ofmany small FM
spots. This is true even if the spots cover the same area. Since
dot gain occurs at the perifery and FM has much more perifery than AM, FM is
more sensitive to dot gain.x4
u
A certain amount of dot change (dot gain or loss) always happens to some degree
and is a natural part of the printing process. FM screening will be more sensitive to
it than AM screening. Dot gain can also be the result of other factors. ". . . the
physical enlargement of the dot [or spot in this cases} caused by plate exposure
image spread, by the pressures between the plate, blanket and impression cylinder
of a press, or by ink spread as it penetrates the
paper."
When ink is printed on
paper, the AM halftone dots or FM spots have a tendency to "appear to gain in
value."I5What counts is that the dot gain is constant for a given system and can be
compensated for by using transfer curves.
Characteristics ofAM and FM Screening
Unlike traditional AM screening, digital AM screening is highly dependent on the
resolution of an output device and the resolution of an image. It, therefore, can only
reproduce a limited number ofgrays. In process color work, AM screening requires
screen angles, which can cause morie patterns. However, there are a few advantages
to AM screening. Uniform areas are smoother, and there is usuallymuch less dot
gain involved than with FM screening. Lastly, good detail rendition can be achieved
in the highlight and shadows (due to the absence of noise) that is often found in FM
screening.1"
In contrast to digital AM screening, FM screening tends to give better detail rendi
tion and a larger number ofgray levels, yielding increased image quality AM is often
limited by gray levels and gradients can look as though they have distinct
steps.With FM there is no need for screen angles and therefore eliminates moire
patterns which are a problem in halftone screening with AM process color. FM in
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contrast to AM does have a problem with uniform areas where noise can appear.
"This is especially problematic in images containing large areas of even density. The
problem of [the} grainy appearance is a potential detriment to overall image
quality"1^
Resolution
Resolution is a system's ability to reproduce detail; "the higher the resolving power of
the system, the better an image's details are
reproduced."
Resolution is also often
mistaken for the word addressability. Addressability, actually, is a system's mechanical
ability to record elements. A computer will treat resolution and addressability the
same. "The resolving limit [of an optical system of the output device} is affected by
the pixel [element} size, which is determined by optical and photographic
factors."
If the image element is larger than the addressability area for one element, then the
imaged elements will overlap. This can result in a change of tone reproduction and
under extreme conditions a loss of
resolution.18
Most imagesetters have addressabilities that are based on a grid with x and y direc
tions. Pixels thus, are the digital information for an image that is laterwritten by a
laser and recorded as elements. The element being the smallest controllable mark
created by an output device.
Epi (elements per inch) is used to describe the addressability of a digital output
device. It is the number of dots or spots a device is capable of producing in a linear
fashion (e.g. a 300 dpi laser printer can produce dots at every 1/300 inch in both
horizontal and vertical dimensions). Elements can either be present or not, and
their spatial placement can be controlled by the digital printer.
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The number ofrows ofhalftone dots [cells}per linear inch is the halftone screenfrequency or
screen ruling identified as lpi (lines per inch). The dots are so small that the human
eye is unable to distinguish the dot pattern made by the halftones and thus the dots
are barely noticeable to the viewer. This is relational to the human visual system and
to the assumed viewing distance. Most printed materials have screen rulings ranging
from 85 to 200. It is rare to find materials printed at 300 to 500 lines per inch as
not even the most trained or advanced observer would be able to see the dot pat
tern of such a screen ruling.^
Split Halftone Cell Screening
This technology claims to:
> Double the available line screen ruling at a given output resolution.
> Increase gray levels by four times.
> Makes more efficient use of available gray information from scanned images,
making it possible to use as low as one-to-one input resolution, reducing the file
sizes of scanned images to as low as a quarter of their existing
size.20
Imagesetter resolutions are often fixed, making higher resolutions and higher line
screens (e.g. 133-400 lpi) difficult to achieve with quality results. It has been claimed
by the manufacturer of Split Cell Halftone Screening that with the use of this tech
nology the resolution of an image
output by a fixed device can be increased by this
new way of breaking down halftone cells. The manufacturer describes this screening
technology in such a way that some of his claims and terms are unclear. The
descriptions that follow may become easier to understand once the evaluation has
taken place.
H
Split halftone cell screening technology is completely software based it requires no
additional hardware to work. In fact, it is a specialized PPD (PostScript Page
Description) containing a specific set of PostScript codes that describe to an image
setter, how to output an image (or page). Once the PPD has been installed into the
computer, a file can be output to a printer using the special descriptions offered by
the PPD.
A PPD contains information about the frequency, angles and dot shape. The dot
shape is a crucial element in Split Halftone Cell Screening technology as it "defines
the order inwhich device pixels [elements} within a screen cell are adjusted for dif
ferent gray
levels."21
It is also claimed that with this screening, the dot function doubles the dot on the
X and Y axis, and requires only a quarter of the information traditionally needed to
form a single halftone dot. The manufacturer claims that "by using a quarter of the
information to form a single dot, the ability to make a gray level determination mul
tiples by four, two to the X axis and two to the Y
axis."
i
Figure 5. An example of a split halftone
cell with four dots to make a 16% gray
This technology also reportedly assists in printability by producing three different
dot shapes. A double dot round dot is created in the highlights and shadows while
the quarter and three-quarter tones use a "single round dot for smooth tone transi
tions (fleshtones)". Single square dots are used in the midtones to reduce "dot
bridging or chaining, both ofwhich are primary contributors to midtone
gain."22
With this technology, image files sizes are recommended at a one-to-one ratio (of
ppi to lpi), as apposed to the traditionally recommended 1.5:1 or 2:1. The claim
behind Split Halftone Cell Technology is that it is able to cut image file sizes in half
and will half "all the data processing and transmission times
involved"
with the file,
then an imagesetter could possibly output a film up to four times faster than a tradi
tional workflow/process offering greater productivity Reportedly, by one user there
is even a retention of actuance by using lower image resolutions. Also, these smaller
files require less storage space.23
Pixels in Digital Images
The smallest discrete part a digital image can be broken down to is called thepixel.
Pixels are the picture elements that are initially sampled by a scanner (from an
original continuous tone photograph). These pixels are then generated to make the
digital image, to be viewed in either soft or hard copy format.24
The termpixel was derived from the two wordspicture and elements. In considering
the sampling resolution of an
input device (e.g. scanner), the ppi (pixels per inch) is
being addressed. The quality and resolution of images highly depends onppi, as it is
determined by the number of pixels contained on one inch.
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Sampling in Digital Images
As dots determine the detail of an image, it is crucial that enough pixel information
is available to create a digital version of an original. Ideally, a one to one sample
ratio or quality factor should yield a good result, but it has been found that a ratio
of 1.5:1 to 2:1 works best for image sampling. "Theoretically, a single pixel should
provide all the information necessary to generate one halftone dot .... In practice,
this doesn't happen because when you rotate a horizontal line of a given length by
45, the horizontal real estate it covers is greatly
diminished."
To compensate for
shortening a horizontal line that once extended one inchwould have to be extended
1.41 times to match the same area covered. A scan ratio of 1.41:1 is therefore
required for quality results, however, a ratio of 1.5:1 or 2:1 is most often used (to
round up) for compensation.2^
Ideally, all originals could be scanned at the desired image resolution. That is the
case, however, only if the person doing the scanning is aware of its final destination
and workflow path. Frequently, there are last minute changes to jobs and the resolu
tion of an image must be changed. Either way, the image is likely to have too much
information or too little. In the case where an image has too little information there
are two choices: decrease the output resolution or add pixels by interpolation.
The output resolution of an image can be decreased by leaving the the amount of
pixel information unchanged. If the resolution to screen frequency ratio remains at
1.5 or higher, there is not a problem. If the resolution to screen frequency ratio
becomes lower than 1.5 the image could be compromised in the tonal integrity and
detail. Interpolation, on the other hand is a term for resampling. Interpolation sam-
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pies neighboring pixels and creates additional ones. With this technique image
detail and sharpness is usually lost, but sometimes can be corrected by the use of
sharpening filters usually found in image editing software.
"Downsampling is safer than upsampling in terms ofminimizing the loss to image
quality, especially if the output size of the image is reduced in the
process."
Recom
mended guidelines for resampling include using the bicubic option for pixel averag
ing and not to resample the same image
twice.2" Although some compromises are
made by the averaging of pixels, "the downsampled image will provide all the infor
mation that the output device can use to build its halftone or continuous-tone prod
uct."
It is also sometimes recommended to scan at higher resolution (as opposed to
making several scans at different samplings) and then later in post-processing
down-
sample images in order to keep more storage space free and scanning times down to
a minimum.27
Tone Reproduction
To predict the change in tonal values of an image in a workflow, aJones Diagram
can be used. This is a graphical method used to determine the tonal reproduction of
an image starting from the original continuous
tone print to the press sheet or
other output. It is a "visual and photometric relationship of neutral grays on the
original copy to the reproduced
neutral
grays."2 This four quadrant graph allows
for control in the process, but doesn't necessarily always use all four quadrants.
18
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Split halftone cell screening technology is a new type of screening that has been
recently introduced. Unfortunately, there is very little information available on this
type of screening, other than what has been provided by the developer. Therefore,
research concerning other similar screening techniques as been reviewed.
Peter Fink, author ofAdobe Screening: AdobeAccurate Screens, discusses dithering and
dither patterns as they relate to traditional screening techniques:
"To emulate tonal value on a digital system the pixels must be
arranged in patterns. The rules for creating these patterns are
very specific, and the pattern creation is known as dithering. A
general dithering mechanism is called a dither and the specific
patterns are called dither patterns. Dithers can be ordered, in
which case the pattern is specific and predetermined; or disor
dered, in which case the pattern possesses a predetermined
amount of randomness. . . . The clustered dot ordered dither is
the basis for PostScript language halftone screens used in com
mercial printing. The dispersed dot ordered dither is the basis
for the halftoning used on many low-resolution displays and
printers. The dispersed dot diffusion dither, a disordered dither,
is also used on displays. Choice of dithering approach depends
strongly on the output
device."1
AM halftone screening is a clustered
dot ordered dither that contains regions of
pixels called a halftone cell. The number of pixels within a halftone cell define the
tonal resolution or level ofgray that can be represented.
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'At any given addressability there is a trade-off between cell
size and tonal resolution: the smaller the cell the smaller the
number of pixels it contains, and the fewer tonal values it can
represent. Thus, for the best tonal resolution the most gray
levels the halftone cell should be large so as to include as
many pixels as possible. On the other hand, the bigger the cell
the more visible it becomes. This trade-off between gray levels
and cell size is one of the classic problems of digital halftoning.
The halftone cell does not represent the minimum unit of
detail in a halftoned image. If this were the case, a great deal of
detail would be lost in most images. To preserve maximum
detail, professional imaging systems including PostScript
imagesetters make tonal decisions on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
This preserves the available detail in the digital image, down to
the size of an individual pixel on the output
device." 2
Frank Romano's Pocket Guide toDigital Prepress considers stochastic screening versus
AM halftone screening. He states that FM screening "makes two major improve
ments in the conventional lithographic process. It uses smaller printing dots to cre
ate higher image detail and allows greater ink densities to improve tonal range and
contrast."
Other benefits listed include: no moire because of no screen angles,
greater image detail, greater image dynamic range and less banding in tone grada
tions betweenwhite and neutral gray. Conversely, he notes FM screening is grainy in
appearance and the small dot size can often be too small for the printers to work
with.3
David Bergsland's Printing in aDigitalWorld, gives a good overview of how dpi, lpi,
halftone cells and gray levels work
together. For starters, Bergsland states that gray
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scale images are almost always printed with a screen angle of 45 degrees. At 45
degrees, the halftones will appear to be smoother than at any other angle. This
helps to fool the brain into thinking that the eye is viewing a continuous tone
image.
Bergsland states that within the halftone cell there is a group (or cluster) of ele
ments that make up a single halftone dot. "The cell allows the creation of halftone
dots that vary in size. The cells are calculated by simple division". The addressability
of the output device is divided by the lpi and then squared to give the dimensions of
the halftone cell.4
Also discussed, are some practical considerations for printing. He mentions that
printing with too small of a dot can cause undesirable problems. He says that "when
you push the limits of the available technology, there is a tendency of the larger
(shadow) dots to plug
up."
He uses the example of a 300 lpi image having less shad
ow detail than an image at 200 lpi, even though midtones may appear detailed and
sharper. Also noted is the fact that finer screens can cost more money, as better
equipment is required.^
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This project has been designed to evaluate a new type of screening as compared to
other more traditional and common screening techniques. All screening techniques
offer advantages and disadvantages. Traditional amplitude modulated halftone
screening is praised for its smoothness in uniform tints, while it lacks high frequen
cy resolution abilities. Frequency modulated screening, in contrast, offers outstand
ing resolutions but poor smoothness in uniform tints. Frequency modulated also
yields smoother gradations compared to amplitude modulated for small AM cell
sizes.
It is proposed that Split Halftone Cell Screening has the best of both worlds high
resolution and smoothness in uniform tints and gradations. Split halftone cell
screening also claims to require only 25 percent image information versus image
information requirement for amplitude modulated screens.
Hypothesis Statements
The following hypotheses were tested for this thesis project using the test target
images defined in Chapter Five:
1 Split halftone cell screening increases image resolution when compared to con
ventional AM halftone screening. Evaluation of test form combinations A&D,
A&E, A&F, A&G and B&E from questions 4 and 5.
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2 Split halftone cell screening increases image resolution when compared to con
ventional FM screening. Evaluation of test form combinations C&D, C&E, C&F,
and C&G from questions 4 and 5.
3 FM screening increases image resolution when compared to conventional AM
halftone screening. Evaluation of test form combinations A&C and B&C from
questions 4 and 5.
4 Split halftone cell screening increases gray level smoothness of a gradation when
compared to conventional AM halftone screening. Evaluation of test form com
binations A&D, A&E, A&F, A&G and B&E from question 3.
5 Split halftone cell screening increases gray level smoothness of a gradation when
compared to conventional FM screening. Evaluation of test form combinations
C&D, C&E, C&F and C&G from question 3.
6 FM screening will increase gray level smoothness of a gradation when compared
to conventional AM halftone screening. Evaluation of test form combinations
A&C and B&C from question 3
7 Split halftone cell screening increases smoothness ofuniform tints or areas when
compared to conventional AM halftone screening. Evaluation of test form com
binations A&D, A&E, A&F, A&G and B&E from question 2.
8 Split halftone cell screening increases smoothness ofuniform tints or areas when
compared to conventional FM screening. Evaluation of test form combinations
C&D, C&E, C&F and C&G from question 2.
9 AM halftone screening
increases smoothness ofuniform tints or areas when
compared to conventional FM screening. Evaluation of test form combinations
A&C, and B&C from question 2.
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io Digital image files sampled with a ratio of ppi to lpi of 2:1 reproduce images of
better detail and smoothness, compared to images with a sample ratio of 1:1
when screened using AM halftone. Evaluation of test form combination A&B
from questions 1, 2, 3 and 5.
11 Split halftone screened images with a ratio of ppi to lpi of 1:1 reproduce images
of equal or better quality in detail and smoothness compared to AM screening
when images are sampled with a ratio of 2:1. Evaluation of test form combina
tions A&E, A&F and A&G from questions 1, 2, 3 and 5.
12 Split halftone screened images with a ratio of ppi to lpi of 1:1 reproduce images
of equal quality in detail and smoothness compared to split halftone screening
when images are sampled with a ratio of 2:1. Evaluation of test form combination




Different versions of the test form were used to explore the claims of Split Halftone
Cell Screening technology. The first objective was to determine if Split Halftone
screening produced better uniform tints, smoother tonal gradations and better
image detail (with images of smaller file sizes) compared to that ofAM and FM
screening. The second objective was to confirm that AM screeningwould produce
better uniform tint areas than FM and that FM screening would produce better
tonal gradations than that ofAM.
Experimental Procedures
In order to determine if the hypothesis stated in chapter fourwere true or false, the
tonal reproductions between all the proofs had to be extremely close. The 3M
Matchprint proofing system was able to provide the needed repeatability and
con
sistency in tone reproduction that
might not have been achievable from a printing
press.
This evaluation was conducted in the Electronic Prepress and Publishing Lab
(EPPL) and the Prepress Imaging Lab (PIL), both located within the School of
PrintingManagement and Sciences (SPMS) ofRIT. The project required an image
setter, densitometers, a proofing system, sample images, targets and PowerMacin




The test form contains the following elements: (see figure6)
A) Two images were scanned digitally by GATF at 400 ppi and were downsampled
using Adobe Photoshop 5.02 to various resolutions of 266, 200, 150 and 133 ppi.
These images contain a variety ofhighlights, shadows, midtones, gradations and detail.
B) Also included in the document target is a series of tint swatches starting from
100 percent solid to 95 percent to 90 percent continuing in increments of 10, to 10
percent to 5 percent and then o percent. This set of patches were used to determine
uniformity in solid tint areas.
C) Next, were two gradient scales of different lengths
(3.5"
and 12"), which along
with the tint patches were created in Adobe Photoshop 5.02. The Photoshop
images were saved as EPS files and placed into a Quark XPress 4.04 file.
D) The resolution star target was programmed in PostScript by Franz Sigg. This tar
get was used to determine the resolution capability of the process in each of the dif
ferent screening techniques.
E) The RIT exposure target was also created by Franz Sigg using PostScript. This
particular target is similar to the UGRA/FOGRA target and relays exposure infor
mation. This target was used to determine that the films were made at proper
exposure and that the imagesetter was linearized. It also shows when a transfer
curve is applied to an image as well. The exposure target alongwith the star targets




One test form was designed to be a reference image (described below) and the other
six are matched to the reference in tonal reproduction. This was done by reading
the tint patches from the reference control along with the other six test forms
and
calculating the differences with an Excel spreadsheet. The calculations provided the
new dot gain information to change the transfer curves on the Photoshop built
images.
All seven test forms were output by the Agfa Selectset 5000 imagesetter at 1200 epi
at the following specifications:
Reference Image (control):
A AM screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 2:1 (266 ppi)
Test Forms:
B AM screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (133 ppi)
C FM spots at 21 microns, image resolution of 266 ppi
D Split cell screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 2:1 (266 ppi)
E Split cell screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (133 ppi)
F Split cell screening, 150 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (150 ppi)
G Split cell screening, 200 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (200 ppi)
Once the targets were compiled, it was necessary to confirm the calibration of the
imagesetter. This was done by using a digital RIT Exposure Target similar to the
UGRA/FOGRA wedge. Also at this time, the densitometers were checked for cali
bration.
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After the calibrations, the seven targets were output to the Agfa Selectset5000
imagesetter and then made into proofs using the 3M Match Print system with
SWOP specifications. The tint patches were read using a densitometer to deter
mine the tint densities values and recorded. The values were placed into an Excel
spread sheet and each of the tone reproduction of the six test forms were compared
to the standard control target. The Excel spreadsheet was used to calculate correc
tion curves for for the six test forms and the transfer curves were then entered into
the Transfer Function in Adobe Photoshop 5.02. This linearized each of the six
forms to match the tonal reproduction of the control standard.
Having altered the transfer curves for the test images, the targets were output again
to the imagesetterwith a new set ofMatch Print proofs. These proofs were read
again to verify that the tonal values were similar in the tint swatches to the refer
ence image. These values were recorded and graphed for comparison. The values
were intended to more closelymatch that of the control than without the adjust
ments to the tone reproduction curves.
DataCollection
At this time, each of the tint steps of the gray scales was visually evaluated for uni
formity Fifteen observers of unrelated professional backgrounds, education, age and
gender were used to determine the quality of all the proofs using a paired compari
son method. Having seven proofs to examine, there were a total of twenty-one com
binations to judge. The observer was asked to determine which of the two proofs in
the combination for better for the following five questions:
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Question i: Compare the proofs using the two images to determine which is
most pleasing to look at.
Question 2: Compare smoothness in the tint patches. Ideal smooth patches
are uniform in tone and have less splotchiness and patterning.
Question y. Compare smoothness in the long gradient (vignette) strip. Ideal
gradients have a smooth transition from dark to light and have
minimal banding, lines and patterns.
Question 4: Compare resolution and detail in the star targets. Ideally, all
lines meet in the center at an infinite point and usually have
smaller dark centers as the lines are more resolved.
Question 5: Compare detail in the two images. Examples of good detail in
images are hair strands are easily countable, patterns in clothing
can be distinguished and the image does not appear to be soft.
The observer was also informed that if one proof did not appear to do a better job
than the comparison for a particular question, then the answer would be a tie. The
reason for allowing ties in this study was that on a few occasions, for some of the
questions, the combination ofproofs should have been identical. There were four
instances in which this occurred. All of the answers were collected and the data was
then analyzed in Microsoft Excel to determine if the hypothesis statements pre
sented under chapter four were true or false.
Equipment andMaterials
The equipment and materials used in this evaluation have been donated bymanu






Apple Power Macintosh 7500 & G3
Adobe Photoshop 5.02
Quark Xpress 3.32 & 4.04
HiLine Screening Technology PPD
Adobe Accurate screening 133 lpi
Agfa Balanced Cristal Raster 1.0, 21 micron spot size
Split Halftone screening 133, 150 and 200 lpi
Imagesetter Agfa SelectSet 5000
RIP Agfa 5000PS Star plus RIP
Film Agfa Alliance GS 712 HN
Processor Agfa Rapline26, Rapid Access chemistry
Proofing
Proofing System ImationMatchPrint 3
Colorant Classic Black SWOP, negative proofing film
Substrate Publication
Laminator 3M 2220 Laminator
Processor 3M 2425 Processor
Vacuum Frame Teaneck Graphics Frame
Densitometers andData Collection
Reflective Macbeth RD 918





AM screening was generally found to be the worst of all the different screenings,
except with image detail at an image sample of 2:1, it ranked average. It was evaluat
ed with proofs A and B. The difference between them was the image sampling ratio
of 2:1 for A and 1:1 for B. ProofA was the better of two, as B had the lowest rank
for all the questions between the fifteen judges. The difference in sampling ratio
hypothetically should not have made a difference for question two concerning uni
form tint areas though. This could have been due to experimental error.
ProofA surprisingly ranked relatively low for four of the questions. For question five it
did rank above average for image detail. AM screening produced better image detail
compared to split cell screening at 133 lpi and 150 lpi (with and image sample of 1:1), but
compared to 133 lpiwith a sample of 2:1 and to 200 lpiwith a sample of 1:1, it ranked
almost as high. Below is an enlarged, scanned image ofProofA to show the highlight
end of the long gradient. The dot pattern in this screening is fairly regular but some
banding can be seenwhich probablywas judged as poor smoothness by the judges.
MC'Kv.vIvw.v.v.v.v.v


















Proof C was used to evaluate FM screening at 21 microns. For four of the five ques
tions FM screeningwas preferred by the judges over the AM screened proofs. For
question two the judges determined that both FM screening and AM screening sim
ilarly reproduced below average smoothness for the uniform tints. FM screening
rendered the best vector detail of all the screening types. It also did a better job of
producing smoother gradients, better image detail and was generally more pleasing
over AM screenings (question one).
FM screening did have a screening pattern. Perhaps this was what caused the band
ing effects in the long gradients. It is possible that the conclusions about FM
screeningwould be different for a screening algorithm other than the Agfa Cristal
Raster.
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Figure 8. Proof C with FM
21 microns Screening.
Split Halftone Cell Screening
Split halftone cell screening technology renders very high resolution of an image
when it is either screened at a lower frequency (e.g. 133 lpi) with a 2:1 sample ratio or
when it is screened with a higher frequency (e.g. 200 lpi) with a 1:1 sample ratio.
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Under these conditions, split cell screening was just as good as FM screening and
traditional AM screening, but when it was screened with an image sample of i:i
with 133 lpi or 150 lpi it only produced average results.
ProofD (133 lpi, sample ratio 2:1) did the best job for the smoothest gradients of all
the screenings. It also rated above ProofE (133 lpi, sample ratio 1:1) four out of five
times. It is unclear why the judges preferred Proof E over ProofD for question four
regarding vector detail because no sampling takes place for vector art. It is assumed
that this is just an example of experimental error. ProofD, was however, the pre
ferred choice over both the AM proofs, with the exception of question five regard
ing image detail. Proof E received the lowest rank for most the questions, which
means that spit cell screening is sensitive to sampling ratio.
Proof F (150 lpi) was not quite as controversial as the other split cell screening
proofs. It received a fairly high rank for question two regarding smooth uniform tint
patches, but received somewhat low rankings for questions one and five regarding
most pleasing images and image detail. This proofwas determined to be the most
average of the group.
ProofG (200 lpi) somewhat mirrored the results of the FM screened proof C.
Where FM screening excelled at question four regarding vector detail, split cell
screening excelled at questions
one and two regarding most pleasing images and
uniform tint areas. For image detail (question five) the split cell screening at 200 lpi
ranked the highest alongwith the split cell screening at 133 lpi with an image sample
of 2:1 and FM screening.
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Figure 9. Proof D with Split Cell
133 lpi Screening.
The figure above is a scanned image ofProof D. The contrast was lowered on this
image in order to show the very small highlight dots. With split cell screening, the
dot patterns seem to be heavier on every other dot in the verymost highlight area.
In the proof it eventually seems to even out. As expected, split cell screening placed
four dots for every halftone cell. This is how it was able to achieve extra gray levels
and smoother gradations.
Another interesting note to split cell screening is that for question five regarding
image detail, proofD with an image sample ratio of 2:1 alongwith proofG with a
sample of 1:1, ranked significantly higher than proofs E and F with samples of 1:1.
The reason why proofG might have placed so high could be due to the higher
image sample of 200 ppi. Proofs E and F only had an image sample of 133 ppi and
150 ppi. Perhaps once the image sample reaches a certain amount, the ratio
becomes less significant to the line ruling. The benefit to having an image sample
ratio of 1:1 to line ruling is that image file sizes can be reduced by up to 75 percent.
The reason for this is likely due to the higher image samples of 200 ppi and 266 ppi
which provide more image information compared to samples of 133 ppi and 150 ppi,





Split halftone cell screening increases image resolution when compared to conven
tional AM halftone screening was found to be 40 percent true for vector work and
digital images. If question four is analyzed then it becomes 80 percent true for vec
tor art. For images, if only question five is evaluated the result would be false.
Therefore, split cell screening compared to AM screening can increase vector reso
lution, but for raster images, normal AM screening is better than split cell screening.
Hypothesis 2
Split halftone cell screening increases image resolution when compared to conven
tional FM screening was found to false. FM screening demonstrated that it is supe
rior to split cell screening in vector detail by rating 100 percent when only evaluat
ing question four. More important, however, is question five, regarding image detail.
FM screening was found to be superior to split cell screening at 133 lpi and 150 lpi
(with and image sample of 1:1). However, when FM screeningwas compared to split
cell at 133 lpi with a sample of 2:1 or at 200 lpi with a sample of 1:1, theywere similar
at a high rank.
Hypothesis3
FM screening increases image
resolution when compared to conventional AM
halftone screening is 75 percent true. FM screening rendered vector detail the best.
When evaluating only
question four regarding vector detail it is 100 percent true. If
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only question five is evaluated for image detail, then AM and FM screening perform
about the same as long as the same image sampling is used. As expected, FM
screening was much better rendering image detail compared to AM screeningwith
an image sample ratio of 1:1 at 133 lpi.
Hypothesis 4
Split halftone cell screening increases gray level smoothness of a gradation when
compared to conventional AM halftone screeningwas found to be 80 percent true.
When a higher line screen of 200 lpi was achieved, improved smoothness in the
gradations could not be rendered. Perhaps if the 200 lpi proof had an image sample
of 2:1 it might have produced better results. In general though, split cell screening
proved to produce better gradations than with AM screening. Split cell screening at
133 lpi proved to reproduce the most smooth gradations of all the screenings. It is
possible, however, that AM screening did not perform as well because of the pat
terning caused by the screening algorithm.
Hypothesis 5
Split halftone cell screening increases gray level smoothness of a gradationwhen
compared to conventional FM screening was determined to be 80 percent true. In
most instances, split cell screening did a better job of reproducing smooth grada
tions than FM screening. The exception again was with the 200 lpi screening. This
could be due either to the lack ofgray levels or due to the patterning caused by the
different dot shapes.
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Matrix of Hypothesis Results for Pairs in Confidence
Hypothesis
Criteria
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 Hypothesis
Criteria
Image Resolution Image Resolution Image Resolution Gray Levels Gray Levels Gray Levels Uniform Tints Uniform Tints Uniform Tints Image Sampling Image Sampling Image Sampling
Technology Split vs AM Split vs FM FM vs AM Split vs AM Split vs FM FM vs AM Split vs AM Split vs FM AM vs FM AM 2:1 vs AM 1:1 Split 1:1 vs AM 2:1 Split 1:1 vs Split 2:1 Technology
Target Star image Star Image Star Image Gradient Gradient Gradient Tints Tints Tints Tarqet
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This matrix determines which of the hypothesis are true and false. There is a
90% confidence that a specific proof is better than its pair to determine the
rank. GREEN boxes are in favor of the hypothesis. RED boxes are not in favor of
the hypothesis. indicates that there was no significant difference in
quality (the screenings were considered equal).
AM screening, 1 33 lpi, image ratio of 2:1 (266 dpi)
AM screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (1 33 dpi)
FM spots at 21 microns, image resolution of 266 dpi
Split cell screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 2:1 (266 dpi)
Split cell screening, 1 33 lpi, image ratio of 1 :1 (133 dpi)
Split cell screening, 1 SO lpi, image ratio of 1 :1 (1 50 dpi)
Split cell screening, 200 lpi, image ratio of 1 :1 (200 dpi)
Table 1 . Matrix of Hypothesis Results for Pairs in Confidence.
Hypothesis 6
FM screening will increase gray level smoothness of a gradation when compared to
conventional AM halftone screening was found to be 50 percent true. Gray level
smoothness for AM and FM screening is comparable if the image sampling is com
parable.
Hypothesis 7
Split halftone cell screening increases smoothness ofuniform tints or areas when
compared to conventional AM halftone screening is 100 percent true. Split cell
screening created extremely smooth uniform tint patches compared to AM screen
ing. AM screening ranked well below average while split cell screening ranked above
average for 133 lpi with an image sample of 2:1 and with 150 lpi and 200 lpi with a
sample of 1:1.
Hypothesis 8
Split halftone cell screening increases smoothness ofuniform tints or areas when
compared to conventional FM screening is 100 percent true. Split cell screening
created very smooth uniform tint patches compared to FM screening. FM screening
ranked below average for uniform tints while most of the split cell screenings
ranked well above average.
Hypothesis 9
AM halftone screening increases smoothness
ofuniform tints or areas when com
pared to conventional FM screeningwas found to be false. Both sets of screenings
appeared to do an equally poor job at rendering
uniform tint areas. It cannot be
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determine whether AM screening is any more better at creating smooth uniform
tint patches than FM screening.
Hypothesis io
Digital image files sampled with a ratio of ppi to lpi of 2:1 reproduce images ofbet
ter detail and smoothness, compared to images with a sample ratio of 1:1 when
screened using AM halftone is 50 percent true. With questions one and two regard
ing most pleasing images and smooth uniform tint patches, it could not be deter
mined if a 2:1 sampling ratio made an improvement over the 1:1 sampling. With
questions three and five regarding smooth gradients and image detail, it is 100 per
cent true that a 2:1 sample ratio is superior to that of a 1:1 samplingwith AM
screening.
Hypothesis 11
Split halftone screened images with a ratio of ppi to lpi of 1:1 reproduce images of
equal or better quality in detail and smoothness compared to AM screening
when
images are sampled with a ratio of 2:1 is 86 percent true. Out of the twelve possible
combinations used to evaluate this hypothesis, split cell screeningwas determined
to be better. Four of the combinations could not determine one screening to be the
better of the two. The remaining combinations proved that
AM screening with a
sample ratio of 2:1 was only better than split cell screening
at 133 lpi and 150 lpiwith
a sample of 1:1 for image detail rendering.
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Hypothesis 12
Split halftone screened images with a ratio of ppi to lpi of 1:1 reproduce images of
equal quality in detail and smoothness compared to split halftone screening when
images are sampled with a ratio of 2:1 is only 25 percent true. For at least 75 percent
of the time, a sample ratio of 2:1 was found to produce superior image quality than
with a 1:1 sampling. An interesting note here is that although at 133 lpi with an
image sample of 2:1 was preferred, a 1:1 ratio when screened at 200 lpi with split cell
screeningwas found to be superior for most pleasing images and uniform tints, and
it was equal in image detail quality. The split cell 200 lpi proofwas, however, inferi
or for smoothness in gradations.
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Chapter Eight
Summary andRecommendations for Further Study
Summary
Overall, there is not one screening type that stands out as the most superior for all
the question from this evaluation. Depending upon what the user is most concerned
with will determine what type of screening should be used. With weight placed
more heavily on images than on vector, the overall screening quality of the proofs
ranked as follows (from one as the worst to seven as the best):
i AM screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (133 ppi) WORST
2 AM screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 2:1 (266 ppi)
3 Split cell screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (133 ppi)
4 Split cell screening, 150 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (150 ppi) AVERAGE
5 FM spots at 21 microns, image resolution of 266 ppi
6 Split cell screening, 200 lpi, image ratio of 1:1 (200 ppi)
7 Split cell screening, 133 lpi, image ratio of 2:1 (266 ppi) BEST
The AM 133 lpi screened proofs and split cell 133 lpi with an image sample of 1:1
proof produced average to below average results for almost all of the questions. The
AM screen did unexpectedly poor for smoothness. Different results might have
been achieved if a different AM screening algorithm was used.
Split cell screening at 150 lpi was
the most average of all the screenings, while FM
screening only did well with
detail. The 20olpi split cell screened proof ranked high
with the exception for reproducing smooth gradients. Split cell screening at 133 lpi
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with an image sample of 2:1 ranked well above average for all but vector detail, but
as detail in images is usually more important, this is the best screening of the group.
If a user was limited to only a 1200 epi device however,than Split Cell screeing
would allow for the higher/finer line rulings. The differences between all tested sam
ples are not large, however. If the proofs were only looked at by themselves with out
comparing, theywould all mostly likely be accepted as good.
Recommendations for Further Study
Ideas for future studywould include the use of color for a similar project. This
would allow Split Halftone screening to be rated in terms of color reproduction.
Additional variables due to the use of color would have to be accounted for, such as
moire patterns.
Another suggestion for future study would be to compare the ratio of image sam
pling to line ruling. As stated previously, the split cell screening proof at 200 lpi
with images sampled at a 1:1 ratio ranked fairly high, while the proofs with split cell
screening at 133 lpi and 150 lpi were only
found to be average. A future study could
include evaluating the cross over point in which
an image sampled at a high enough
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Jones type correction for FM Tone Reproduction
Measurements Normalized densities
This spreadsheet has calculated the
Solid ink density correction curves that have been used to
adjust tone reproduction for the test form
(CONTROL) AM 133 lpi (CONTROL) AM 133 lpi to match the control screening AM 133 lpi
% Kam % Kam
The control proof was made under
0 0.096 0 0.000 standardized conditions. Using a Jones
5 0.143 5 0.027 type correction for tone reproduction,
10 0.193 10 0.056 test scales of 1 3 steps were used for the
20 0.286 20 0.110 calculations.
30 0.386 30 0.167
40 0.504 40 0.235 The densities were normalized to make
50 0.645 50 0.317 sure that the solid densities for control
60 0.781 60 0.395 and test are the same. Linear interpolation
70 0.947 70 0.491 was used to calculate the correction curves.
80 1.160 80 0.614
90 1.490 90 0.804
95 1.700 95 0.925
100 1.830 100 1.000
Test #3 FM 21 microns Test #3 FM 21 microns Correction curve
% Kfm % Kfm % in % out
0 0.097 0 0.000 0 0.0
5 0.143 5 0.027 5 5.1
10 0.207 10 0.064 10 8.9
20 0.377 20 0.163 20 14.6
30 0.571 30 0.275 30 20.4
40 0.769 40 0.390 40 26.5
50 0.957 50 0.499 50 33.6
60 1.220 60 0.652 60 40.5
70 1.470 70 0.797 70 49.2
80 1.650 80 0.901 80 57.5
90 1.740 90 0.954 90 70.7
95 1.780 95 0.977 95 84.5
100 1.820 100 1.000 100 100.0
Rochester Institute of Technology, Franz Sigg & Karin Franz 15 June 1999
Table 2. Jones Type Correction for FM 21 microns Tone Reproduction.
5i
FM 21 microns Tone Reproduction Curve
Figure 10. FM 21 microns Tone Reproduction Curve.
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Jones type correction for 133 lpi Split Tone Reproduction
Measurements Normalized densities
This spreadsheet has calculated the
Solid ink density correction curves that have been used to
adjust tone reproduction for the test form
(CONTROL) AM 133 lpi (CONTROL) AM 1 33 lpi to match the control screening AM 133 lpi
% Kam % Kam
The control proof was made under
0 0.096 0 0.000 standardized conditions. Using a Jones
5 0.143 5 0.027 type correction for tone reproduction,
10 0.193 10 0.056 test scales of 13 steps were used for the
20 0.286 20 0.110 calculations
30 0.386 30 0.167
40 0.504 40 0.235 The densities were normalized to make
50 0.645 50 0.317 sure that the solid densities for control
60 0.781 60 0.395 and test are the same. Linear interpolation
70 0.947 70 0.491 was used to calculate the correction curves.
80 1.160 80 0.614
90 1.490 90 0.804
95 1.700 95 0.925
100 1.830 100 1.000
Test Forms D & E Split 133 lpi Test Forms D & E Split 1 33 lpi Correctior curve
% Kfm % Kfm %in % out
0 0.096 0 0.000 0 0.0
5 0.148 5 0.030 5 4.5
10 0.194 10 0.057 10 9.9
20 0.288 20 0.111 20 19.8
30 0.399 30 0.175 30 28.8
40 0.511 40 0.239 40 39.4
50 0.657 50 0.324 50 49.2
60 0.795 60 0.403 60 59.0
70 0.974 70 0.506 70 68.5
80 1.180 80 0.625 80 79.0
90 1.530 90 0.827 90 88.9
95 1.730 95 0.942 95 94.3
100 1.830 100 1.000 100 100.0
Rochester Institute of Technology, Franz Sigg & Kann Franz 15 June 1999.
Table 3. Jones Type Correction for Split Cell 133 lpi Tone Reproduction.
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Split Cell 133lpi Tone Reproduction Curve
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Figure 11. Split Cell 133 lpi Tone Reproduction Curve.
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Jones type correction for 150 lpi Split Tone Reproduction
Measurements Normalized densities
This spreadsheet has calculated the
Solid ink density correction curves that have been used to
adjust tone reproduction for the test form
(CONTROL) AM 133 lpi (CONTROL) AM 133 lpi to match the control screening AM 133 lpi
% Kam % Kam
The control proof was made under
0 0.096 0 0.000 standardized conditions. Using a Jones
5 0.143 5 0.027 type correction for tone reproduction,
10 0.193 10 0.056 test scales of 1 3 steps were used for the
20 0.286 20 0.110 calculations.
30 0.386 30 0.167
40 0.504 40 0.235 The densities were normalized to make
50 0.645 50 0.317 sure that the solid densities for control
60 0.781 60 0.395 and test are the same. Linear interpolation
70 0.947 70 0.491 was used to calculate the correction curves.
80 1.160 80 0.614
90 1.490 90 0.804
95 1.700 95 0.925
100 1.830 100 1.000
Test Form F Split 150 lpi Test Form F Split 150 lpi Correction curve
% Kfm % Kfm % in % out
0 0.096 0 0.000 0 0.0
5 0.139 5 0.025 5 5.4
10 0.192 10 0.055 10 10.1
20 0.297 20 0.116 20 19.0
30 0.406 30 0.179 30 28.2
40 0.542 40 0.257 40 37.2
50 0.685 50 0.340 50 47.2
60 0.838 60 0.428 60 56.3
70 1.010 70 0.527 70 66.3
80 1.290 80 0.689 80 75.4
90 1.590 90 0.862 90 86.7
95 1.800 95 0.983 95 92.6
100 1.830 100 1.000 100 100.0
Rochester Institute of Technology, Franz Sigg & Karin Franz 15 June 1999.
Table 4. Jones Type Correction for Split Cell 150 lpi Tone Reproduction.
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Split Cell 150lpi Tone Reproduction Curve
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Figure 12. Split Cell 150 lpi Tone Reproduction Curve.
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Jones type correction for 200 lpi Split Tone Reproduction
Measurements Normalized densities
This spreadsheet has calculated the
Solid ink density correction curves that have been used to
adjust tone eproduction for the test form
(CONTROL) AM 133 lpi (CONTROL) AM 133 lpi to match the control screening AM 133 lpi
% Kam % Kam
The control proof was made under
0 0.096 0 0.000 standardized conditions. Using a Jones
5 0.143 5 0.027 type correction for tone reproduction,
10 0.193 10 0.056 test scales of 1 3 steps were used for the
20 0.286 20 0.110 calculations.
30 0.386 30 0.167
40 0.504 40 0.235 The densities were normalized to make
50 0.645 50 0.317 sure that the solid densities for control
60 0.781 60 0.395 and test are the same. Linear interpolation
70 0.947 70 0.491 was used to calculate the correction curves.
80 1.160 80 0.614
90 1.490 90 0.804
95 1.700 95 0.925
100 1.830 100 1.000
Test Form G Split 200 lpi Test Form G Split 200 lpi Correction curve
% Kfm % Kfm % in 7 out
0 0.096 0 0.000 0 0.0
5 0.151 5 0.032 5 4.2
10 0.203 10 0.062 10 8.9
20 0.315 20 0.128 20 17.2
30 0.444 30 0.203 30 25.2
40 0.570 40 0.277 40 34.4
50 0.729 50 0.369 50 44.3
60 0.892 60 0.464 60 52.7
70 1.090 70 0.580 70 62.3
80 1.290 80 0.697 80 72.9
90 1.610 90 0.883 90 85.7
95 1.740 95 0.959 95 92.7
100 1.810 100 1.000 100 100.0
Rochester Institute of Technology, Franz Sigg & Karin Franz 15 June 1999.






















Split Cell 200 lpi Tone Reproduction Curve




Figure 13. Split Cell 200 lpi Tone Reproduction Curve.
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Appendix B
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Figure 15. Tone Curve Comparison Applied Correction.
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Appendix C
Summary ofRanks and Significance
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Question 1 : Most Pleasing
Number of items: 7 (A to G) Number of judges: 1 5 Number of pairs: 21
Item




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15
A 3 2 2 1 1 1 5 3 7 3 5 3 3.5 4.5 4 3.2 A
B 1 3 3.5 5 3 2 12 6 1 2 1 2.5 4.5 1 2.6 B
C 3 7 1.5 4 4 4 4 1 4.5 2 5 3 6 4 6 3.9 C
D 6 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 4.5 5 6 6 5 6 5 5.6 D
E 3.5 1 5 4 5 3 2.5 6 3 4 2 6 1.5 1.5 2 3.3 E
F 4.5 4 5 2 2 5 2.5 5 2 6 2 4 3 2 3 3.5 F
G 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 4 17 6 5 6.5 5.5 7 5.9 G
Sums 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28.0
Table 8. Table of Ranks.
Figure 16. Summary of Ranks.
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Question 1 : Most Pleasing
Are items different as seen by the judges?
Using Student T statistic.












A 3.2 1.7 2.47 3.93
B 2.6 1.6 1.89 3.25
C 3.9 1.7 3.22 4.65
D 5.6 0.7 5.28 5.85
E 3.3 1.6 2.64 4.03
F 3.5 1.4 2.87 4.06















1 1 1 1 1 1
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Item
If bars overlap for two items, then they are


































































Figure 17. Rank with Confidence Interval. Table 9. Significance at 90%.
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Question 2: Uniform Tints
Number of items: 7 (A to G) Number of judges: 1 5 Number of pairs: 2 1
Item




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
A 4 1 1.5 1 2 2 2 5 4 4 4 1.5 2 1.5 3 2.6 A
B 3 2 1.5 2 1 114 2 4 2 1.5 2 1.5 2 2.0 B
C 1 3 3 3 3 5 3 115 1 3 2 3 1 2.5 C
D 6 5 5.5 5 5.5 3.5 5.5 7 5 3 5 6 4.5 6 5 5.2 D
E 3.5 4 4.5 4 5.5 3.5 4.5 3 4 3 4 4 4.5 6 4 4.1 E
F 3.5 6 5 6 5.5 6 5 6 5 2 5 5 6 4 6 5.1 F
G 7 7 7 7 5.5 7 7 2 7 7 7 7 7 6 7 6.5 G
Sums 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28,0
Table 10. Table of Ranks.
Figure 18. Summary of Ranks.
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Question 2: Uniform Tints
Are items different as seen by the judges?
Using Student T statistic.












A 2.6 1.3 2.01 3.12
B 2.0 1.0 1.63 2.44
C 2.5 1.4 1.96 3.11
D 5.2 1.0 4.74 5.59
E 4.1 0.8 3.79 4.48
F 5.1 1.1 4.58 5.55
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Figure 19. Rank with Confidence Interval. Table 1 1 . Significance at 90%.
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Question 3: Gray Levels
Number of items: 7 (A to G) Number of judges: 1 5 Number of pairs: 21
Item
Summary of Ranks Overall
average ItemJudges
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Rank
A 3 1.5 3 3 2 2 3.5 6 3 6 2 2.5 3 3.5 2.5 3.1 A
B 1 1.5 2 1 2 1 1 4 2 5 1 1.5 2 1 2 1.9 B
C 2 4 4.5 5 4 3 2 1 4 7 4 4 4 2.5 3.5 3.6 C
D 6.5 7 6.5 6 7 6 111 4 6.5 7 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 D
E 6.5 6 6.5 7 6 6 6 4 6 3 6.5 6 6.5 6.5 6.5 5.9 E
F 5 5 4.5 4 5 6 5 4 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 4.7 F
G 4 3 1 2 2 4 3.5 2 1 1 3 2 1 3 2 2.3 G
Sums 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28.0
Table 12. Table of Ranks.
Figure 20. Summary of Ranks.
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Question 3: Gray Levels
Are items different as seen by the judges?
Using Student T statistic.












A 3.1 1.3 2.54 3.66
B 1.9 1.2 1.37 2.36
C 3.6 1.4 3.02 4.24
D 6.5 0.8 6.14 6.79
E 5.9 1.0 5.49 6.38
F 4.7 0.9 4.33 5.07
G 2.3 1.1 1.85 2.75





























If bars overlap for two items, then they are













































































Figure 21. Rank with Confidence Interval.
Table 13. Significance at 90%.
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Question 4: Star Targets
Number of items: 7 (A to G) Number of judges: 1 5 Number of pairs: 2 1
Item




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13 14 15
A 3 1.5 2 3.5 3 3 1.5 4 2 1 4.5 2 5 2.5 1.5 2.7 A
B 4 1.5 2.5 5 5 1.5 1.5 1 1 2 1 3.5 4 2 1.5 2.5 B
C 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7.0 C
D 3.5 3 2.5 2.5 1 2.5 4 3 4 3 2.5 1.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 2.7 D
E 3 4 4 3 3 5.5 6 2 4 4 3 5.5 2.5 3 3.5 3.7 E
F 3.5 5 4.5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5.5 4 5 5 4.9 F
G 4 6 5.5 1 4 3.5 3 6 5 6 5 3 4 6 6 4.5 G
Sums 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28.0
Table 14. Table of Ranks.
Judge
Figure 22. Summary of Ranks.
7i
Question 4: Star Targets
Are items different as seen by the judges?
Using Student T statistic.












A 2.7 1.2 2.16 3.17
B 2.5 1.4 1.85 3.08
C 7.0 0.0 7.00 7.00
D 2.7 0.9 2.33 3.07
E 3.7 1.2 3.24 4.23
F 4.9 0.6 4.66 5.14
G 4.5 1.5 3.90 5.17
If bars overlap for two items, then they are





























































































Figure 23. Rank with Confidence Interval. Table 15. Significance at 90%.
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Question 5: Image Detail
Number of items: 7 (A to G) Number of judges: 1 5 Number of pairs: 21
Item




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
A 5.5 5 4.5 6 1 2 4 6 5.5 6 7 2 5 5.5 4.5 4.6 A
B 1.5 1 2 4 2 115 3 1 2 1 1.5 2 2 2.0 B
C 5.5 5.5 7 2 3 6 5 4 5.5 5 5 5 6.5 5.5 7 5.2 C
D 7 4.5 5 5.5 4 5 6 7 6.5 5 6 7 4 5 5 5.5 D
E 2 2 1.5 2 5 3.5 2 3 3 3 1.5 3.5 2.5 2 1.5 2.5 E
F 2.5 3 2.5 3.5 7 3.5 3 2 1 4 2.5 3.5 2 2 2.5 3.0 F
G 4 7 5.5 5 6 7 7 1 3.5 4 4 6 6.5 6 5.5 5.2 G
Sums 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28.0
Table 16. Table of Ranks.
Figure 24. Summary of Ranks.
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Question 5: Image Detail
Are items different as seen by the judges?
Using Student T statistic.












A 4.6 1.7 3.90 5.36
B 2.0 1.2 1.50 2.50
C 5.2 1.4 4.59 5.74
D 5.5 1.0 5.06 5.94
E 2.5 1.0 2.12 2.95
F 3.0 1.4 2.39 3.54
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If bars overlap for two items, then they are





















































Figure 25. Rank with Confidence Interval.






Proof 1 2 3 4 5
Proof A: AM 133 lpi, 2:1 3.2 3.1 3.7 2.7 5.4
Proof B: AM 133 lpi, 1:1 2.6 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5
Proof C: FM 21microns 3.9 3.1 4.2 7.0 5.7
Proof D: Split Cell 133 lpi, 2:1 5.6 5.6 6.8 2.7 5.9
Proof E: Split Cell 133 lpi, 1:1 3.3 4.5 6.4 3.7 2.9
Proof F: Split Cell 150 lpi, 1:1 3.5 5.6 5.1 4.9 3.5
Proof G: Split Cell 200 lpi, 1:1 5.9 7.1 2.8 4.5 5.9













-- Proof A: AM 133 lpi, 2:1
-- Proof B: AM 133 lpi, 1:1
-*- Proof C: FM 21microns
Proof D Split Cell 133 lpi, 2:1
-- Proof E: Split Cell 133 lpi, 1:1
-"-Proof F: Split Cell 150 lpi, 1:1
-*-Proof G Split Cell 200 lpi, 1:1
Question
Question one: most pleasing images
Question two: uniform tint areas
Question three: smooth gradients
Question four: detail in star target
Question five: detail in images
Figure 26. Rank ot Proofs
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